
Cleaning: $75-$200 With Exam, X-Rays: $100-$300+ Deep Cleaning: $500-$4,000
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The hot summer weather has
started. We cover the cost of
central air conditioning.

Staying cool during the summer
extends to the car. How much is
car air conditioning?

Is this the summer to finally take
those swimming lessons?

The Fourth of July is coming up,
and we've got the cost of a BBQ
grill covered.

Spring has sprung. Are you
thinking about allergy shots?

About CostHelper

CostHelper is based in Silicon Valley and provides
consumers with unbiased price information about
thousands of goods and services. Our writers are
experienced journalists who adhere to our strict
editorial ethics policy.

CostHelper Community

2012 Rav4
Paid: 138.00
146,000 kilometers visiting family inToronto Brother
purchased belt for me cost $33.00
(Bridgestone)+installation cost on a Sunday 10 am-
1.2 hrs It was fixed guickly.The vehicle seems a lot
cooler now... [more]

-Michael V.
Serpentine Belt Replacement Cost

Pedicure cost
Paid: 35.00
Great leg massage, hot towels, hot rocks and oil
massage, with yummy scented orange scrub and
products. Very relaxing, plus toenails trimmed,
cuticles and polish... [more]

-AMP
Manicures and Pedicures Cost

New central air unit
Paid: 12400.00
Is this to much for a 18 seer ac unit plus furnace plus
new ducts 4 ducts complete unit and installation...
[more]

-Rudy C. Duran
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Teeth Cleaning Cost

How Much Does Teeth Cleaning Cost?
 

 Post  Comments (156)  

The main goal of professional teeth cleaning is to prevent gum disease, which is the primary cause of
tooth loss in adults over age 40.

Typical costs:
A standard teeth cleaning by a dental hygienist can cost $75-$200, depending on the dentist's
office and local rates. CostHelper readers report paying $80-$175, or an average cost of $127 for
just a routine cleaning.
Frequently a teeth cleaning appointment will also include dental X-rays and an exam by the dentist.
The total cost for an appointment with these additional services can be $100-$300 or more,
depending on local rates and the number and type of X-rays. For example, CostHelper readers
report paying $114-$320 for a complete teeth cleaning appointment, with an average cost of $198.
Dental insurance typically covers 100% of the cost of a teeth cleaning once or twice a year as
necessary preventive care, but not more often -- and some plans may have a maximum amount
they will pay for a cleaning, which can be less than what the dentist charges. CostHelper readers
with dental insurance report that their total cost was covered for cleanings once or twice a year, but
not more frequently.
The more extensive deep cleaning process called scaling and root planing is typically done by
quadrants (upper right, upper left, lower right, lower left). Costs start at about $100-$450 for a
single quadrant, but it can run $500-$4,000 or more for a full-mouth deep cleaning, depending on
the amount of work needed -- how deeply they have to clean; if antibiotic injections are used to
speed healing in a particularly deep pocket around an individual tooth ($35-$85 per injection/tooth);
or for patients who have gone a long time between dental treatments , cutting away excess buildup
so the gums are visible and can be evaluated and cleaned ($75-$150, called full-mouth
debridement). CostHelper readers without dental insurance report paying $390-$3,800 for deep
cleaning, for an average cost of $1,257.
Dental insurance typically covers some of the cost of deep cleaning procedures, depending on the
terms of the policy or plan. CostHelper readers with dental insurance coverage for deep cleaning
report paying $360-$437 out of pocket, with an average cost of $377.

Related articles: Braces, Dental Veneers, Cavity Filling, Teeth Whitening, Fluoride Treatment,
Straightening Teeth

What should be included:
Teeth cleaning appointments for new patients typically also include an exam and X-rays, and
periodically (perhaps once a year) include these services for returning patients. If a patient shows
signs of early gum disease, the dentist may recommend teeth cleanings be done three or four
times a year, instead of once or twice; the extra appointments generally won't be covered by
insurance.
In a standard cleaning, a dental hygienist (working under a dentist's supervision) removes soft
plaque and hard tartar (mineralized plaque that builds up on the teeth and can only be removed
with professional instruments) from above and below the gum line on all the teeth. The process
usually takes about 30-60 minutes. A dental assistant explains what to expect[1] during a teeth
cleaning.
Scaling and root planing is a deep-cleaning, non-surgical procedure generally done when the
depths of the pockets around the teeth are deeper than 3 millimeters. Plaque and tartar above and
below the gum line are scraped away (scaling) and rough spots on the root are smoothed (planing)
to remove bacteria and give a clean surface for the gums to reattach to the teeth. This is done
using a local anesthetic and generally requires two to four office visits, each lasting 45 minutes to
an hour. The American Dental Association gives an overview of scaling and root planing[2] .
The National Institutes of Health provides an overview of gum disease prevention[3] .

Discounts:
Some dentists offer discount coupons for new patients for a cleaning, exam and X-rays for
$40-$90. Always check an unfamiliar dentist with the American Dental Association[4] , and the
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Central Air Conditioner Cost

Frontier Communications
Paid: 60.77
Frontier Communications is the only landline
available in the nursing home. The quote is $32.99
per month for just the landline. Nevertheless, there
are hidden charges of $22.54 for recovery
surcharges, state, and federal taxes... [more]

-Donnelly
Phone Line Cost

TV Mounting Service
Paid: 240.00
We just had them out to do our new OLED TV. We
wanted a professional because we tried someone
from craigslist a few years back that ended up
costing us more in damages. Matt and his partner
were amazing... [more]

-Jennifer stolz
TV Installation Cost

Over Charged for Eye Exam for my son
Paid: 435.00
Hello, Thank you for your time. I was wondering if
you have any numbers for what would be a fair price
for eye exam in Hennepin county, Minnesota...
[more]

-Sayid Axmed
Eye Exam Cost

Better Business Bureau[5] . Some CostHelper readers report feeling pressured to pay for additional
services when using a coupon for a low-cost teeth cleaning.
Dental schools typically have a clinic offering discounted rates for services by supervised students
or faculty. The American Student Dental Association[6] maintains a list of dental schools.
CostHelper readers report paying $15-$50 for a standard teeth cleaning, exam and X-rays at a
dental hygienist school (with some noting that their appointment took four hours).

Shopping for teeth cleaning:
WedMD lists factors to consider when choosing a dentist[7] .
If the patient has dental insurance, the insurance company will provide a list of approved dentists.
Or, get referrals to local dentists from the American Dental Association[8] or the Amcerican
Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry[9] .

Material on this page is for informational purposes only and should not be construed as medical
advice. Always consult your physician or pharmacist regarding medications or medical
procedures.
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CostHelper News

Forgotten Expenses In a Home
Addition Budget
Items like construction costs, permit fees or debris removal
aren't the only expenses to consider when calculating the total
costs of a home remodeling project. || Posted August 5 2013

7 Lesser-Known Discounts for
the 50+ Crowd
As they age, members of the Baby Boomer generation don't
like to admit that they're senior citizens, but they love getting
discounts. It's kind of a quandary, because some of the best
deals available are reduced prices for older folks. || Posted
October 21 2013
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Deep Cleaning per Quadrant w/o Insurance
Amount: $260.00
Posted by: Joyce Devers in Houston, TX. Posted: May 8th, 2019 05:05PM
Type: Deep Cleaning
We recently found a dentist office that charges $260 per quadrant. Two years ago, paid $450 for one
quadrant. Never went back. Now I request complimentary consultation that includes x/rays, and total cost
of procedures from several offices and than make my choice. Consultations are free.
Was this post helpful to you?   yes     no Report prohibited or spam

Scam
Amount: $600.00
Posted by: James Scott Beran in Berwyn, IL. Posted: April 11th, 2019 07:04AM
Type: Root
15 years ago I needed an implant. That dentist said I needed a root planing before the implant could be
implanted. Went back and he did the implant. My pockets were a lot of 1, a few 2 and 1 three. Went back
to get the deep cleaning.No nova cane was necessary. My regular dentist said, that he forgot to tell me
NOT to get the deep cleaning. I was told to go back to the specialist twice a year and my regular dentist
twice a year. My regular dentist said there is nothing they can do that I can't do. We will cut him out of the
loop.
Was this post helpful to you?   yes     no Report prohibited or spam

Full Mouth Debridement as “Intermediate” cleaning in south Florida.
Amount: $95.00
Posted by: Florida Retiree 68 in Lake Worth, FL. Posted: February 18th, 2019 03:02PM
Type: Cleaning by Hygenist
I never heard of an Intermeiate cleaning until today. The dental office stated our Humana Medicare plan
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